Post office boxes are preferred and more secure than curb side boxes:

Zip Code for Town of Davidson is 28036; for campus is 28035

Instructions for obtaining a Davidson post office box from your current location for new tenants moving into college owned rental housing per discussion with Postmaster of the Davidson Post Office.

Suggestions are as follow:

Go to the nearest US Post Office, pick up a box rental application, fill it out completely including your driver's license number and the state where issued, have your post office verify your current mailing address by affixing their “round stamp” which is basically the post office stamp that appears on each piece of mail. Make out a check for the *rental amount per box size needed plus a $2 key deposit and mail it to Postmaster, Davidson, NC 28036. Put in a note saying that you are “DC faculty or DC staff” and they will process your application. Usually, the post office only does this based on the information I have given them but with tenants currently moving in and out all year it is hard to send in that information. I will be glad to make a phone call to confirm the location if necessary. There are three size boxes: #1 is $36/yr., #2 is $52/yr. and #3 is $96 per year unless prices have increased but remember to add the $2 key deposit to the one you choose. *I have been advised that this may increase with stamp price increase.

If you have UPS or Fed X packages that need to come before you get here, my suggestion is to have them addressed to you, with your department name and their post office box number and sent to the Davidson College Warehouse, 209 Ridge Rd., Davidson, NC. Our zip code is 28035 plus the dept. box #, but a lot of times we must still use the old 28036 zip code so be sure to give them both. OR THEY CAN BE SENT VIA US MAIL TO THE POST OFFICE.